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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Satellite Control Facility (AFSCF) has provided real-time tracking,
telemetry, and commanding (TT&C) support to military spacecraft and launch vehicles for
over two decades. In response to changing Department of Defense (DOD) mission
requirements, the AFSCF has grown steadily through expansion and modernization of its
TT&C, communications, and data processing capabilities. Development of the Space
Transportation System (STS) has accelerated the evolution of the AFSCF network. This
paper describes current and projected AFSCF modifications to meet STS requirements.

INTRODUCTION

The AFSCF is responsible for management, design, operation, and maintenance of a
worldwide TT&C network for military spacecraft. In certain instances, network resources
are used for ballistic missile and re-entry vehicle tests and for civilian satellites as well.
The AFSCF currently supports approximately 40 spacecraft with orbital trajectories
ranging as close as 150 km and as distant as 150,000 km above the earth’s surface. These
spacecraft perform numerous communications, command and control, and data collection
missions and provide a variety of navigational, cartographical, and meteorological
services.

TT&C functions must be accomplished on a regular basis around the clock for many
satellites, and extra attention is needed for malfunctioning or recently launched spacecraft.
The diverse population of AFSCF-supported satellites required over 40,000 TT&C
operations during the first half of 1980. An “operation” is defined as the set-up, readiness,
and actual TT&C activities associated with one spacecraft pass over a ground station.



The AFSCF network consists of twelve Remote Tracking Stations (RTSs) deployed at
seven geographically dispersed, strategically located sites and a Satellite Test Center
(STC) at Sunnyvale, California. Single stations are located in the Indian Ocean and the
United Kingdom, whereas dual stations are located on Guam and Hawaii and in California,
New Hampshire, and Greenland; the latter are capable of supporting two satellites
simultaneously. Other network resources include prelaunch compatibility testing facilities
at the Eastern (Cape Canaveral) and Western (Vandenberg) launch sites, space-ground
calibration facilities for communications satellites at Camp Parks, California, and
specialized recovery aircraft and helicopters based in Hawaii.

AFSCF operations have historically been supported with a combination of RTS and STC
systems. Large tracking antennas, high-power transmitters, ground receiving and ranging
equipment, and real-time computers are located at the RTSs. The RTS computer
equipment is tied via narrow-band (2400b/s) communications lines to buffer computers at
the STC. The latter format incoming tracking and telemetry data for immediate display in
mission control complexes (MCCs) and for post-pass analysis in flight support computers,
also located at the STC. Prior to a pass, command data is generated in a flight support
computer and transferred, via a buffer computer, to the RTS computer. During the pass,
commands are output by the RTS computer (whose operator is responding to verbal
direction from a controller in an MCC) and uplinked to the vehicle. This approach to
TT&C operations has proven eminently satisfactory for DOD satellite programs for more
than twenty years.

Many military spacecraft downlink mission data at substantially higher rates than the
health and status data needed for TT&C operations. The AFSCF has accommodated such
spacecraft by providing wideband communications links between the RTSs, where the
mission data is first received on the ground, and the STC, where it is relayed to a user for
processing.

The Interim Wideband Communications System, installed in 1972, enabled real-time relay
of digital data at 1.024Mb/s from Hawaii and Guam to the STC. The Data Link Terminal
System, which became operational early in 1977, provides similar capabilities (albeit at a
lower rate) between Thule Tracking Station and the STC. The Defense Communications
System/Satellite Control Facility Interface System (DSIS) provides wideband data
channels in both directions between the STC and the remote sites: 192kb/s forward and
1.536Mb/s return for a single station, twice that for a dual station. DSIS equipment was
installed at Hawaii, New Hampshire, and Guam in 1977 and is being extended to the rest
of the network.

DSIS represents a significant enhancement to the network not only because of its mission
data relay capabilities but also because it allows TT&C data processing functions formerly



split between the STC and RTSs to be consolidated. The AFSCF took advantage of this
new capability as it expanded in recent years. To meet a growing satellite support work
load, Guam and Thule were converted from single to dual stations and the United
Kingdom station at Oakhanger was tied into the network. In each instance, no real-time
TT&C computer was placed at the remote site; instead, real-time computer equipment
located at the STC is used to support the “bent-pipe” site, so called because it simply
relays satellite telemetry and commands to and from the STC.

Introduction of DSIS and consolidation of TT&C data processing are forerunners of the
near term evolution of the AFSCF network. Support of the Space Transportation System
will be based upon wideband communications links and centrally located data processing
facilities. AFSCF involvement in the STS program is the subject of this paper.
Concurrently, to enhance the quality and cost-effectiveness of its support to existing and
upcoming DOD satellites, the AFSCF has embarked upon the Data System Modernization
(DSM) program, which is described in a companion paper.

AFSCF ROLE IN THE STS ERA

The objectives of the STS program are to develop, demonstrate, and operate a reusable
space system which can provide relatively inexpensive launch, retrieval, and on-orbit
support services to satellites and payloads of all kinds. The anticipated demand for these
services is shown in Figure 1.

Major responsibilities for the program are divided between the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) and the DOD. NASA is developing the Space Shuttle
Vehicle and the Eastern launch/landing site. The United States Air Force, acting as DOD’s
executive agent, is developing the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS) and the Western
launch/landing site. Operational responsibilities are similarly divided: NASA will conduct
Shuttle flights, whether carrying civilian or military cargos, until traffic and/or national
policy needs dictate otherwise; the Air Force will fly all IUS missions except deep space
probes; and each agency will exercise on-orbit control of its own payloads.

As the principal military spacecraft TT&C network, the AFSCF is deeply involved in the
STS program. Support of DOD payloads launched by the Shuttle Orbiter represents a
continuation of its current mission and is not specifically addressed here. Instead, this
paper focuses on AFSCF activities uniquely associated with the STS program. The nature
of these activities can be inferred from the following list of STS-related support
requirements:

• Demonstrate compatibility between Orbiter S-band transponders and appropriately
modified RTS equipment.



• Supplement Ground Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (GSTDN) coverage by
Providing Orbiter-ground communications during passes over the AFSCF Indian
Ocean Station (IOS).

• Conduct IUS TT&C operations for DOD and NASA spacecraft being injected into
earth orbit.

• Provide worldwide Orbiter-ground communications as contingency backup to the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).

• Provide data and voice communications between the STC and Johnson Space Center
(JSC).

• Provide processing, control, and display capabilities for data transferred to/from N S
during STS flights involving DOD payloads.

• Conduct full shuttle mission control operations for DOD flights.

To meet requirements 1 through 6, modifications to AFSCF facilities either have already
been made or are anticipated in the next several years. These modifications are addressed
in the next section of the paper. Satisfaction of requirement 7 involves a substantially
larger investment and is thus treated separately in the section entitled “Shuttle Operations
& Planning Center.”

MODERNIZATION OF THE CURRENT NETWORK

Near term changes to the AFSCF network are described in the following six subsections,
corresponding to requirements 1 through 6. It should be recognized, however, that some of
the requirements are interrelated and that the resulting system configuration changes often
form parts of a larger whole.

Orbiter-RTS Compatibility

To demonstrate Orbiter communication compatibility, key components of RTS S-band
equipment were modified, installed at NASA/JSC’s Electronic Systems Test Laboratory
(ESTL), and configured as they would be at a typical ground station. Using ESTL test
vehicle, space-loss simulation, and signal generation/analysis equipments, the ability of the
RTS equipment to modulate and demodulate the Orbiter links was verified.

Standard RTS Space-Ground Link Subsystem (SGLS) equipment employs command tone
modulation on uplinks and subcarriers for telemetry downlinks. In contrast, the Orbiter



requires direct bi-phase modulation of the carrier for its phase modulated (PM) S-band
uplink and downlink, which use SGLS channels 4 or 18. In addition, the Orbiter S-band
frequency modulated (FM) downlink, used for recorder dumps or payload data, operates at
2250 MHz, which is not a standard SGLS channel.

AFSCF support of the Orbiter uplink requires a new exciter to provide a modulation index
of B/2. The existing Ground Receiving and Analog Ranging Equipment (GRARE) receiver
demodulates the PM downlink properly. The FM downlink is handled by adding a crystal
oscillator to supply 22.0833 Mhz to the local oscillator multiplier chain in the Advanced
SGLS (ASGLS) receiver and by providing a new Microdyne receiver to support low bit
rates.

The STS/S-band equipment configuration is shown in Figure 2. The legend indicates which
items were installed at the ESTL. Additional information on the ESTL equipment and test
program may be found in Pearson and Sailor (1) and Seyl and Travis (2). The results of the
ESTL tests, available in Vermillion (3), demonstrated full compatibility between the
Orbiter S-band transponder and the RTS S-band equipment. All Orbiter link performance
requirements were exceeded and SGLS support capabilities were not degraded.

IOS Support

The AFSCF RTS in the Indian Ocean is strategically located to provide communications
coverage during key phases of Orbiter ascent from the Eastern launch site. Accordingly,
STS/S-band equipment has been installed at IOS, and existing DSIS and new, special-
purpose interface equipment at the STC are being employed to relay the Orbiter downlinks
and uplink between IOS and JSC.

The STS/S-band equipment at IOS is shown in Figure 2. In addition to the items
previously described for the ESTL configuration, the IOS complement includes an uplink
dejitter unit and a tracking data multiplexer (TDMux). The dejitter unit smooths, reclocks,
and converts to Bi-0/ -L the 72kb/s Orbiter uplink received from DSIS before forwarding it
to the exciter. (Reclocking of the uplink, a time-division-multiplexed (TDM) bit stream
containing command data and two digitized voice channels, is necessary to meet the
tolerances of the Orbiter’s network signal processor, where commands and voice are
separated.) The TDMux combines tracking data and certain status bits into a formatted
data stream which is sent back to the STC along with the PM and FM downlinks.

Figure 3 provides an overview of the configuration and capabilities of DSIS. Considerable
flexibility is afforded by multiple digital data channels in each direction, subject only to an
overall data rate constraint. Note that twice as many channels (and twice the bandwidth)
are available between a dual RTS and the STC. Both military and civilian communications



satellites are used for DSIS links, and “double hops” are required for RTSs on the opposite
side of the globe.

Unlike the RTSs, NASA’s GSTDN sites do not have individual data channels with
sufficient bandwidth to transfer the intact Orbiter downlink and uplink to and from the
network communications hub, Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). (The downlink,
similar to the uplink, is a TDM bit stream containing telemetry data and two digitized
voice channels.) The GSTDN sites have equipment which separates the voice channels
from the downlink, converts them to analog, and sends the voice and telemetry to GSFC
on multiple circuits. Similarly, analog voice channels are digitized and then combined with
command data to form the uplink.

During early Orbiter flights, the AFSCF will provide communications support at IOS in a
“GSTDN-like” mode. Figure 4 illustrates equipment installed at the STC which separates/
combines the voice channels and which transfers the telemetry and command data to and
from GSFC. (Existing NASA communications circuits link GSFC and JSC.) The uplink
multiplexer unit (UMU) and the delta modulation system (DMS) are functionally identical
to GSTDN equipments. The adaptive communications line controller (ACLC) is a
specially designed firmware-based device which performs data reformatting functions
normally handled in computer equipment at GSTDN sites. The ACLC converts the bit
contiguous serial telemetry stream into the standard 4800-bit Blocked Data Format (BDF)
employed throughout the NASA communications network. Conversely, the ACLC extracts
commands from incoming BDF blocks and forwards them to the UMU, where they are
combined with the voice channels.

Tracking data sent from the RTS is reformatted by the ACLC and sent to GSFC on a
separate low speed circuit. Orbiter trajectory information needed to compute RTS
acquisition and antenna pointing data is received on this same circuit, processed in existing
network interface data system (NIDS) equipment, and transferred from the buffer
computer to the site 1230 computer in the normal way.

The STS-related equipment described above is installed and operational at IOS and the
STC. It will support the four orbital flight tests of the Shuttle and several operational
flights as well.

IUS TT&C Operations

Inertial Upper Stage operations will primarily be conducted using existing AFSCF
resources and procedures, as outlined in the Introduction, since the IUS is a SGLS-
compatible spacecraft. Special preparations for IUS support include modifications to the
Remote Vehicle Checkout Facility (RVCF), reconfiguration of an existing MCC, and



addition of an interim data processing capability termed the NASA Interface System A
(NIS A).

Prior to the launch of any DOD spacecraft requiring AFSCF support, a test of its RF
compatibility with ground station equipment is mandatory. The RVCF is used for this
purpose at the Eastern launch site. Existing RVCF equipment will be employed for SGLS
compatibility testing. During certain mission phases, IUS telemetry data will be relayed via
the Orbiter’s FM transmitter. A Microdyne receiver has thus been added to the RVCF to
verify 2250 MHz receiption (see Figure 2), and DSIS equipment has been installed to link
the RVCF and STC. (Currently, narrowband circuits for the RVCF are routed via the New
Hampshire RTS.)

The IUS mission control complex at the STC is illustrated in Figure 5. Key flight
controllers and spacecraft system engineers staff the consoles, supported by vehicle
contractor experts in adjoining areas. Additional information on the RVCF and MCC
modifications is contained in Sailor and Showen (4).

Existing RTS and STC computer systems will directly support IUS tracking, telemetry
processing, and commanding operations. Because the IUS is injected into low earth orbit
from the NASA-controlled Orbiter and, in some instances, carries a NASA payload, real-
time data transfers from NASA facilities to the STC are necessary throughout the flight.
The additional processing resources will be provided by NIS A, which performs the
following major functions:

• Separating spacecraft data interleaved in the IUS composite telemetry format and
routing it to spacecraft control centers.

• Accepting specified BDF Orbiter-related data and status messages from JSC via
GSFC and displaying them in the MCC.

• Recording telemetry, status, and Orbiter-related data for post-flight analysis.

The NIS A configuration, shown in Figure 6, is based upon the Telemetry and Command
(TAC) system developed for NASA/GSFC. The decom interface controller (DIFC), with
associated peripheral and decommutator equipment, supports those functions which the
TAC processor cannot accommodate.

The RVCF modifications and MCC reconfiguration are nearing completion. NIS A
definition and development are underway in preparation for the first Shuttle/IUS
operational flight, currently scheduled for late 1982.



Contingency Backup to TDRSS

Among the payloads on early Shuttle operational flights will be NASA’s Tracking and
Data Relay Satellite (TDRS). Launched from the Orbiter and transferred to
geosynchronous orbit by the IUS, each TDRS will provide tracking and communications
services for 40% of the orbits of low-and medium-altitude satellites. On subsequent flights,
the Orbiter itself will be a major beneficiary of this greatly enhanced coverage.

In the TDRSS era, the complete Orbiter uplink will be assembled at JSC and sent directly
to the White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT) for forwarding to the vehicle via a TDRS.
Similarly, the operational downlink leaving the Orbiter will be relayed via a TDRS and
WGST to JSC with no intermediate separation of the voice and telemetry data.

Once TDRSS is deemed operational, NASA plans to close most of its GSTDN sites and
transfer responsibility for the remaining ones from GSFC to the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory’s Deep Space Network. Because DOD satellites will become increasingly
dependent upon the Shuttle for launch services, AFSCF RTSs around the world will be
modified to provide STS/S-band support. This will insure that a DOD flight will not be
delayed or discontinued due to a TDRSS anomaly of any kind.

The RTS modifications will resemble those already made at IOS, but at the STC the
UMU, DMS, and ACLC will no longer be used. Instead, the links will be relayed directly
to and from JSC using equipment described in the following subsection. The AFSCF will
then present a TDRSS-like interface to NASA instead of a GSTDN-like one.

The AFSCF has initiated action to install STS/S-band equipment at the Guam, Hawaii,
Vandenberg, New Hampshire, and United Kingdom sites. Modifications at Thule Tracking
Station are anticipated in advance of Shuttle flights from the Western launch site.

STC-JSC Communications Interface

Voice coordination between the Satellite Test Center and Johnson Space Center will be
maintained using standard leased circuits during pre-TDRSS era Shuttle flights. As
previously described, digital data — including Orbiter commands and telemetry when IOS
support is being provided — will be transferred between the two centers via GSFC.

The STC-JSC interface will become considerably more complicated, however, when DOD
payloads are regularly launched aboard the Shuttle. In addition to the Orbiter uplink and
downlinks being relayed between JSC and any RTS (in the TDRSS backup mode),
multiple voice and data circuits will be required for proper coordination between the 



Shuttle mission control center in Houston and the IUS and DOD payload MCCs in
Sunnyvale. Much of this traffic will be classified and require appropriate protection.

New STC multiplexing, switching, and recording functions are shown in Figure 7. The
principal new item is the multiplexer/demultiplexer (MDM). Initially developed to support
multichannel wideband communications among GSFC, JSC, and WSGT in the TDRSS
era, one MDM permits up to 150 channels of digital data to be multiplexed, transmitted via
common carrier, and demultiplexed in a second MDM at the destination, and vice versa.
Each channel can accommodate data rates from 10b/s to 7Mb/s, constrained only by an
aggregate multiplexed data rate of 10Mb/s, and can accept, transfer, and output BDF or
unblocked serial data.

The MDM shown in Figure 7 and a corresponding one at JSC are configured with 24
channels in each direction, and all data and voice circuits between the two centers are
routed via the MDMs. Voice, teletype, and facsimile data are digitized and then
multiplexed with digital data in the AN/FCC-98, whose output is bulk encrypted and sent
to the MDM. Circuits carrying unclassified (or source encrypted) data are input directly to
the MDM.

Acquisition of the multiplexing, switching, and recording equipment for the STC-JSC
interface has been initiated by the AFSCF. The block labeled NIS B in Figure 7 is
discussed below.

STS Data Processing

The data processing capabilities available in the interim NASA Interface System (NIS A)
will not be sufficient once the direct STC-JSC interface is implemented. NIS B, a
substantial augmentation of the NIS A configuration, is designed to provide STS-related
data processing services for all DOD payloads until the Shuttle Operations & Planning
Center becomes operational in the mid to late 1980s.

NIS B differs from NIS A in several important respects. From an interface standpoint,
NIS B must receive and process data arriving asynchronously on multiple circuits from
JSC. It must also receive RTS tracking and status data from DSIS and payload command
data from STC realtime computers and output them on separate circuits to JSC. (At JSC,
the command data is inserted into the Orbiter uplink; when it reaches the Orbiter it is
relayed to the DOD payload.) The multiple NIS B interfaces involve all combinations of
classified, unclassified, cleartext, and cyphertext data.

From a functional standpoint, NIS B differs from NIS A by having to limit check IUS
telemetry; to archive critical Orbiter and IUS telemetry, trajectory, and attitude parameters;



to convert payload command and RTS tracking/status data to 4800-bit BDF; to status and
control key multiplexing and switching equipment at the STC; and to support highly
interactive display terminals in the MCC.

Finally, from a system design standpoint, NIS B differs from NIS A because its interface
and functional requirements, along with security considerations, dictate a distributed
processor configuration. Figure 8 provides an overview of the NIS B design, which is
subject to change as definition work continues under AFSCF direction.

SHUTTLE OPERATIONS & PLANNING CENTER

The AFSCF modifications discussed above provide the Air Force with secure IUS and
payload TT&C facilities, significantly enhance the survivability of the Shuttle tracking
network, and permit limited Shuttle telemetry and trajectory processing within the STC.
However, JSC remains a single critical Shuttle control node. Furthermore, security
limitations at JSC inhibit full DOD exploitation of Shuttle capabilities. Finally, the sheer
number of STS flights in the mature operational era may strain JSC’s ground support
capability, For these reasons, the Air Force plans to acquire a Shuttle Operations &
Planning Center (SOPC), with an estimated initial operational capability date of mid-1986.
This center will provide DOD a secure, essentially autonomous Shuttle control capability,
and it may serve as an alternate control node for NASA flights in the event of a
catastrophic failure at JSC.

SOPC Support Requirements

Real-time Shuttle flight control culminates up to five years of planning and preparation.
Long-range planning activities are principally performed by the payload program office,
but detailed flight planning and flight readiness functions are the responsibility of the
control center. SOPC is therefore required to support the DOD traffic model of Figure 1
from detailed flight planning through postflight analysis. Specific functions to be
performed at SOPC include the following:

• Shuttle flight design - generation of trajectory and attitude profiles, consumables
profiles, and reconfiguration data for initialization of onboard and ground data
processing systems.

• Crew activity planning - analysis and development of procedures and activity
timelines for crew operations during the flight.



• Flight operations planning - generation of ground operations plans and procedures for
flight support, and generation of software loads with flight unique updates for the
ground flight control data processing systems.

• Flight data file preparation - generation of the total set of onboard documentation and
other operational aids available to the flight crew.

• Shuttle onboard digital data load (ODDL) preparation - The ODDL is the set of data
loaded into both mass memories of the onboard processing system. SOPC must
complete ODDL generation from a “base software tape” received from JSC and
validate the final ODDL.

• Flight crew and ground personnel training - generic flight crew training will continue
to be conducted at JSC, but all other crew and ground personnel training, including
flight rehearsals, are conducted at SOPC.

• Prelaunch operation - configuration of the ground control system with flight-specific
data, establishment of all flight support communications links, and conduct of
prelaunch readiness checks.

• Flight operations support - all real-time TT&C activities from launch through Shuttle
landing and rollout, including efforts such as flight replanning and anomaly analysis.

• Postflight analysis - processing and analysis of Shuttle and network data in support of
anomaly resolution and mission analysis.

In performing these functions, SOPC must meet two system-level requirements which
significantly impact its design. First, strict data privacy must be provided on a flight-by-
flight basis because of the different security levels for various DOD missions. Secondly, at
least limited interoperability between SOPC and JSC must be achieved to allow the two
centers to back up each other.

SOPC System Architecture

Figure 9 is a top-level schematic of the SOPC system configuration, which is divided into
three functional elements: flight planning, flight readiness, and flight control. In order to
maintain interoperability with JSC, the SOPC configuration closely parallels that at JSC.

SOPC flight planning capabilities include a long range planning system (System X), an
operational flight design system (System Y), and a crew activity planning system (CAPS).
System X includes a minicomputer, interactive graphic terminals, a data base terminal, and



a word processor. System Y consists of detailed flight design software executing on the
SOPC fixed-base crew station (FBCS) simulator host computer. The SOPC CAPS features
a minicomputer, interactive terminals, and a word processor. The flight planning software
is directly transferred from NASA systems to these SOPC systems. User data privacy in
the flight planning process is achieved through construction of separate area control zones
(with positive access control) for System X, FBCS, and CAPS, and through procedural
methods such as “color changing” to ensure control of data processing products.

Because NASA performs generic flight crew training, the only major training system at
SOPC is the fixed-base crew station. The FBCS, essentially identical to the one at JSC,
includes a host computer complex, forward and aft flight deck stations, instructor/operator
stations with intelligent controllers, digital image generators, a network simulation system,
and allied peripheral equipment. Software is directly transferrable from the NASA FBCS,
and user data privacy is achieved through a combination of physical and procedural
controls.

To complete and validate Shuttle onboard digital data loads, data load preparation system
(DLPS) software is executed on a flight control host computer. This host is coupled
through special interface devices to actual Shuttle flight computers for ODDL validation.
NASA software is transferrable to the SOPC DLPS. User data privacy again requires
physical and procedural controls.

The SOPC Flight Control System (FCS) has three major elements: the communications
interface system (CID), data computation complex (DCC), and display and control system
(DCS). The CIS provides the communications interface between the Shuttle
communications and tracking network and the remainder of the FCS. It performs
preprocessing, recording, and distribution functions associated with telemetry, command,
trajectory, video, voice, and miscellaneous data. Large-scale telemetry and command
processing is performed within the host computer of the DCC. Displays of Shuttle data, as
well as operator-initiated command and system control activities, are supported with DCS
consoles. SOPC must support two simultaneous flights; separate sets of flight control
equipment and two physically isolated mission control complexes are provided to ensure
the privacy of real-time data.

SOPC External Interfaces

Primary SOPC external interfaces are shown in Table I. In general, these interfaces simply
duplicate those planned for JSC, including STC interfaces detailed above as part of the
AFSCF network modernization program for the Shuttle. Two items in Table I should be
noted:



• A Satellite Operations Center (SOC) is planned to be colocated with the SOPC. The
SOC is a functional duplicate of the current STC, providing a second control node for
DOD spacecraft. Hardwire interfaces between SOC and SOPC are used for data
transmittal between payload and Shuttle MCC’s; they also allow SOPC access to the
AFSCF network for contingency RTS support.

• A wideband data link via communications satellite, using multiplexer/demultiplexers
at SOPC and JSC, is provided for contingency backup communications between the
two centers. Examples of data which might be transmitted include real-time Shuttle
telemetry, coordination voice, and ground system reconfiguration data.

CONCLUSION

Historically, DOD and NASA space support networks have evolved independently in
response to the needs of military and civilian space programs. The advent of the STS —
which represents both the sole means of satellite launch and a unique asset for manned
space experimentation — now requires compatible development of DOD and NASA
ground resources. The AFSCF has therefore embarked on a major modification program in
support of the STS. Near term AFSCF activities uniquely associated with the STS program
include TT&C support of the Inertial Upper Stage; modifications of remote tracking
stations and the Satellite Test Center to augment NASA’s Ground Spaceflight Tracking
and Data Network and Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System; and expansion of STC
communications and data processing capabilities to support DOD payloads aboard the
Orbiter. Finally, a Shuttle Operations & Planning Center is planned to provide DOD with
an autonomous Shuttle control capability. Completion of this ambitious enhancement
program will ensure that the AFSCF can meet the challenge of space mission support in
the STS era.
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NOMENCLATURE

ACLC Adaptive Communication Line IOS Indian Ocean Station
Controller IUS Inertial Upper Stage

AFSCF Air Force Satellite Control JSC Johnson Space Center
Facility MCC Mission Control Complex

ASGLS Advanced SGLS MDM Multiplexer/Demultiplexer
BDF Blocked Data Format NASA National Aeronautics & Space
CAPS Crew Activity Planning System Administration
CIS Communication Interface System NDC Network Data Control
CMD Command NIDS Network Interface Data System
CPU Central Processing Unit NIS NASA Interface System
DCC Data Computation Complex ODDL Onboard Digital Data Load
DCS Display & Control System PCM Pulse Code Modulation
DLPS Data Load Preparation System PM Phase Modulation
DMS Delta Modulation System RF Radio Frequency
DOD Department of Defense RTS Remote Tracking Station
DSIS Defense Communications System/ RVCF Remote Vehicle Checkout Facility

Satellite Control Facility SGLS Space-Ground Link Subsystem
Interface System SOC Satellite Operations Center

DSM Data System Modernization STC Satellite Test Center
ESTL Electronic Systems Test TAC Telemetry & Command

Laboratory TDM Time-Division-Multiplexed
FBCS Fixed-Base Crew Station TDMux Tracking Data Multiplexer
FCS Flight Control System TDRS Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
FM Frequency Modulation TLM Telemetry
GRARE Ground Receiving & Analog TT&C Tracking, Telemetry, & Commanding

Ranging Equipment UMU Uplink Multiplexer Unit
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
GSTDN Ground Spaceflight Tracking &

Data Network
IFC Interface Controller



Figure 1.  Projected STS Traffic

Figure 2.  AFSCF STS/S-Band Equipment



Figure 3.  DSIS Functional Overview

Figure 4.  STC Communications Equipment (Early Flights)



Figure 5.  IUS Mission Control Complex



Figure 6.  Interim NASA Interface System

Figure 7.  STC Multiplexing and Switching Configuration



Figure 8.  NASA Interface System (Typical) Figure 9.  SOPC System Configuration



Table I.   SOPC External Interfaces

Interface Primary Functions

Satellite Operations Center/
Satellite Test Center

• Communications/Data Transmittal to/from satellite MCCs
• Access to AFSCF RTS for backup ground support

Goddard Space Flight Center • Scheduling/control of NASA Communications Network
• Access to NASA Spaceflight Tracking Data Network
• Backup access to White Sands Ground Terminal

White Sands Ground Terminal • TDRS relay

Johnson Space Center • Realtime Operations Coordination
• Contingency Shuttle Support

Kennedy Space Center/
Vandenberg Air Force Base

• Shuttle Prelaunch Operations


